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The Four Elemental Orphans 

 

Ty, Luke, Ruben and LA have been orphans for two years.  Their parents were 
killed when they fought the Earth Clan because the Earth Clan was trying to 
take away their freedom.  All they have now is the four pet lion cubs named 
Wendy, Frozo, Burnie and Zippie.  The four friends have supernatural powers just 
like everyone else in 3027. 

They are adventurers and trying to create a bigger team when they try to get 
revenge for their parents, but no luck.  They got the news that their parents were 
killed in the battle with the Earth Clan.  They were told to go to the Light Magic 
Clan and that is where they met.  They are from four different clans.  Ty was from 
the Wind Clan so he has wind power, probably the most powerful because his 
parents were commanders in the military.  Luke was from the Ice Clan so he had 
ice powers.  Ruben was from the Lighting Clan so got there pretty fast.  LA was 
from the Fire Clan.  But they all could have been from the fire Clan because 
they had lava flowing through their veins due to built up rage from the death of 
their parents. 

When they met, they swore to protect each other no matter what.  After a 
whole year of training, they searched far and wide for the Earth Clan.  While 
searching, they found four lion cubs with each claiming one.  They needed the 
lions to help them sniff out the Earth Base.  When they got there they tried 
everything to get through the wall but the walls wouldn’t budge.  They make 
quite a racket and then they saw a really big guy casting rose vines everywhere 
tying to destroy the four friends.  When he noticed them, he started casting a 
very thick vine.  Ruben and LA attacked the vine and destroyed it.  Ty popped 
out and casted winds spell that sent the guy spiraling hundreds of yards back 
into a tree.  Both his collar bones were broken and the bottom of his right leg 
was backwards.  He casted a bunch of weak spells that did nothing to harm the 
four friends.  When they were questioning him he denied everything so Ty told 
Luke to put ice shackles to keep him there for later questioning. 

LA and Ruben took the city for distraction while Ty and Luke went directly for the 
royal family.  When they entered the castle, Luke was immediately trapped 
against a wall with a giant thick rose vine.  Instinctively, Ty shot gust of winds in 
front of him and sure enough there is a thick vine just lying there.  Then he 
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quickly went to Luke and injected some of the wildest winds into the vine and it 
let go of Luke and was whiplashing the walls until it finally calmed down. 

 

Ty saw the royal family walking in the throne room, all four of them.  Right as the 
prince closed the door, Ty sent his strongest gust of wind making them fly 
through the door to their death.  When he looked at Luke, one of Luke’s arms 
was pure ice, that one arm was more powerful than Luke ever wished to be.   

When the four friends met up again they discussed what happened to Luke’s 
arm.  By the next morning they were all elements.  Ty was pure wind, Luke was 
pure ice, Ruben was pure lighting and LA was pure fire and they then ruled the 
world with eternal life and lived happily ever after… or did they? 


